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Beam Model for Non-Planar Orbits in Synchrotrons

M. Month

March 26, 1984

Abstract

A framework has been developed for a beam raodel in the case of synchro-

tron orbits not confined to a plane. An appropriate moving reference

system for the analysis of beam stability has been introduced. As

examples of strong perturbations to median plane symmetry, two geome-

tries for the overpass for the Tevatron collider are considered.
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1. Introduction

A moving reference frame appropriate for the analysis of beam stability in

a strong focusing synchrotron for a planar reference orbit has been extensively

used. Here, we introduce a moving reference system for a non-planar orbit,

analyzing the case of a non-planar perturbation to a given planar orbit. Thus,

we develop a framework for a beam model to describe particle motion for non-

(2)
planar orbits, as in the overpass configuration.

The formalism for the Beam Model in space includes:

1. The Introduction of a General Periodic Moving Reference Frame in

space;

2. A procedure for following in space the central reference orbit and the

local reference frame;

3. An analysis of t+r methods of magnet placement on the up and down

slopes - the Great Circle Method and The Screw Method;

4. An analysis of quadrupole placement in the perturbed region;

5. A procedure for setting up the equations for particle oscillations

about the central orbit; and

6. A qualitative description of the nature of the coupling introduced

when magnet orientation is constrained.

1. See, for example, E.D. Courant and H.S. Snyder, Annals of Physics 3, 1
(1958).

2. See, S. Ohnuma, Fermilab Report TM-1124 (1982) and T. Collins, unpublished
(1981).



II. Transformations Through Elements

There are two types of transformations to consider.

Particle motion in a beam can be described in terras of a local Cartesian

coordinate frame of reference. This moving frame of reference can be defined

uniquely by the condition that the reference particle (orbit) have all its

bending in dipoles removed from the equations of motion. Another way of phras-

ing this condition is that the set of unit vectors defining the local frame

transforms continuously through dipoles in the manner of a set of velocity

vectors, that is, a rotation about the direction of the magnetic field by an

angle equal to the bending angle of the magnet. In this reference system, the

transformation of the local coordinate frame through a quadrupole or drift is

the unit transformation.

A second transformation relates to the positon of the reference orbit

(particle) in space. In a dipole the effective change in position of the cen-

tral particle is along the chord defining the orbit through the magnet and a dis-

tance equal to the chord length. If the magnet is oriented so that the chord

represents the magnet axis (perpendicular to the field), then the change of posi-

tion is the magnet length along the magnet axis. In a quadrupole or drift,

the change in position is just the length of the element along the direction of

the central orbit (assuming the quadrupole axis is located along the orbit).

As the coordinate frame is transformed through the elements defining the

accelerator, we follow the vector defining the motion of the central particle.

Transverse to this direction, the central orbit has no motion. However, a beam

of particles is a set of particles oscillating transversely about the central

orbit. Each particle is therefore defined in terms of its transverse

velocities. We therefore refer to the transverse coordinates. To keep track of



the transformation of the transverse coordinates, we maintain the expression

"vertical" to refer to the transverse direction which corresponds to the

actual vertical when the orbit motion is in the accelerator median plane.

Since the coordinate transformation is continuous, we can define "vertical"

uniquely, even though the actual direction of this transverse coordinate is

deflected from the direction perpendicular to the accelerator median plane.

Even in the case when magnets (dipoles and quadrupoles) are placed with

their magnetic fields perpendicular to the direction of the central orbit, we

must specify the angle which defines the direction in the transverse plane. For

a dipole, define the angle between the field direction and the "vertical" of the

reference system to accomplish this. In a quadrupole, the relevant angle is the

angle between the "vertical" and the field direction corresponding to verti-

cal focusing. In this latter instance, if the two "vertical" directions are not

the same, the quadrupole will introduce vertical-horizontal coupling into the

transverse motion of particles in the beam.

The Local Coordinate System and General Transformations

k

Figure 1: Right-handed Coordinate Frame of Reference. Unit Vector Set
(k,i,n).

Let (k, i, n) represent a set of unit vectors defining a right-

handed coordinate frame of reference. The "hat" is used for unit vectors.



Let us refer to this set of unit vectors or to any one of the vectors comprising

the set by V. Then a transformation is written,

(k, 1, n) ••• (k, 1 , n ) ,

or

V •*• V .

The transformation through an element is in general a rotation. However,

through a quadrupole (or drift) the transformation is a zero angle rotation or

a unit transformation. Referring to this transformation as the unit transforma-

tion, I, we have through a drift or quadrupole,

V = I V.

To keep track of quadrupoles, we use the unit transformation symbol I" when a

quadrupole is involved, where q is the direction of quadrupole vertical focus-

ing. Through a dipole, the transformation of the reference vectors is a rota-

tion about the magnetic field direction, b, of magnitude equal to the bending

angle, $. Referring to this transformation by the symbol R£ ., we have

V.

This representation can be made operational for the set of coordinate sys-

tem unit vectors, if V is interpreted as a 3-component vector comprised of the

three coordinate axis unit vectors and R and I are 3x3 matrices. Thus, we can

write a general transformation through M components as

v " **"*" R2R1v.



In the case of a circular accelerator of M elements, we must impose the

periodicity condition for the reference frame:

v =

Transformations Through a Dipole Magnet

The transformation of the reference system through a dipole is described

in terms of the magnetic field direction, b, and the bending angle (in the

dipole plane), $. Let B be the magnetic field strength. Then, if Bp is the

magnetic rigidity (momentum of the reference particle) and )l_ is the path length

through the magnet in the magnet plane, then the bending angle is given by,

where B and p are usually chosen to refer to the magnets which are used as the

repetitive building blocks to form the accelerator. Thus, the radius of

curvature in the magnet is

p-f.

and the chord length in the plane of the magnet is

2d = 2p~ sin

In the case where the magnetic field is perpendicular to the incoming orbit di

rection, then the change in the position vector (?) is given by,

A* = (2d) m,



where m is the unit vector along the magnet symmetry axis direction and we are

free to assume that the magnet is oriented so that the incoming orbit direction

is at an angle $/2 to the symmetry axis in the magnet plane. In this configura-

tion, (2d) is the length of the dipole, HQ, and $ is given by

* = 2 sin"1 (-̂ ) *
2p

Also the change in *t is

A"? = AD m .

The reference system V transforms through a dipole by the rotation R£ .

Figure 2: Angle (ot) Between Local Beam Frame and Magnetic Field

The vector b i n and a is the angle with respect to the vertical:

b»k = cosot'

From the general expression for a vector rotation about b by an angle *, given

by,

v' = cos* V + sin* (b x V) + (1-cos*) (b«V) b,

we can show that



with,

/cos$ sin$sina -sin$cosa

/ . 2
R̂  , = I -sin$sina l-(l-cos$)sin a (l-cos$)sinotcosa

\ 2
\sin$cosa (l-cos$)sinacosct l-(l-cos$)cos a

The magnet orientation is chosen such that its symmetry axis is at

an angle $/2 to the incoming vector, n, so that

m = cos $/2 n + sin$/2 (bxn),

constructed from

and

n»m = cos$/2

Thus, we have

nxm
sin*/2

m = cos$/2 n + sin$/2 sinot k-sin$/2 cosa i

The angle a, defined by b»k = cosa, is a function not only of the direc-

tion of b in space but is a cumulative effect of the orientation of k due to

the sequence of previous transformations.

The set of vectors b are in general chosen to fit a variety of geomet-

rical constraints. Sometimes there is a sequence of dipoles which fits a



prescribed rule of configuration. Two such sets have been termed the "Great

Circle" sequence and the "Screw" sequence. In the former case, the magnetic

field direction is maintained constant for the magnets in the sequence,

b = b , constant.

For the "screw" sequence, the vector b changes from magnet to magnet in the se-

quence by a rotation about some given direction. Let z be this direction, cho-

sen to correspond to the "vertical" direction of the accelerator median plane.

Thus, we have two planes, the magnet plane, defined by b, and the accelerator

median plane, defined by z. Let 5 be the angle between these two planes:

b»z = cos5•

Now, the "screw" sequence is defined so that b rotates about z from magnet to

magnet by an angle A,

b = Rz-,A b'

The angle A is determined from the amount of rotation of the orbit through the
A

magnet. If we rotate the magnet symmetry axis around z by the same amount A,

and determine A from the rotation of the central particle direction about z,

then the configuration of central orbit, magnet symmetry axis and magnetic field

direction will be identical to that of the previous magnet. This is the "screw"
A A

sequence. Let us now find A from the rotation of n about b by the magnet

bending angle, $.



MAGNET PLANE ( X VECTOR, b)

ACCELERATOR MEDIAN
PLANE

(VERTICAL DIRECTION, z)

Figure 3: Accelergtgr Frame (Median Plane) and Magnet Plane with Unit Vector
Set (b,m,p)

In the above figure, we have that

n is the direction of the orbit "in" and

n is thg direction of the orbit "out". The vector set
(b,m,p) represents a right-handed frame for the magnet.

With 6 the angle between the 2 planes,

z»b = cos6, z'm = sin6.

Let 0V be the angle of n and n projected onto the accelerator median plane.

(They have the same such angle by symmetry.) So,

A / A A |

z*n = z»n = sinG...

Now, since n = cos$/2 m + sin*/2 p, we have, taking the scalar product with

sin0v = cos$/2 sin5.



Also, writing

A A

n = sin9t, z H
V Y

and

n = sin9v z + cos6y n ,

where n and n are the unit vector projections of n and n in the accelera-
A A |

tor median plane, and taking the scalar product n*n , we can show that

sinA/2 = sin$/2/cos9v.

Thus, in the screw sequence, b changes from magnet to magnet in the manner,

A| A A A A A A

b = cosA b + sinA (zxb) + (l-cosA)(z'b)zs

where A is given by,

sinA/2 = sin4/2/cos9T,

and 6 and 6 are related by

cos$/2 sin5.

The symmetry axis m for the next magnet in the sequence is found in the same
A

way as a rotation about z by the angle A*

Transformations Through A Quadrupole Magnet

The transformation of the reference system through a quadrupole is the

same as through a drift, the unit transformation. The change in the position

vector "t is also the same as through a drift element. If A Q is the quadrupole
A

length and n is the orbit direction unit vector, then

10



A quadrupole magnet is also defined by its orientation about the central orbit

direction. Let q be a unit vector along the vertical quadrupole axis. Then

the angle y, which is the angle between the vertical reference vector and the

vertical quadrupole axis, is given by

q«k = cosy.

If y 7* 0, i.e., q ̂  k, then this quadrupole orientation introduces linear

coupling into the transverse motion.

III. Method of Computation

We consider the case of a median plane accelerator perturbed in a specified

region to produce a space orbit not limited to the original accelerator plane.

We take the reference frame in the unperturbed region to be the usual local

frame moving along the median plane orbit, w/.th

z a unit vector perpendicular to the plane of the motion,

y a unit vector in the direction of the motion, and

x a unit vector perpendicular to the motion and in the plane.

Z {± ACCELERATOR PLANE)

9 (INITIAL ORBIT DIRECTION)

Figure 4: Local Beam Frame In Unperturbed Region

For the space orbit, we take the local coordinate frame, derived continuously

from the initial frame, to be the unique frame transforming the reference

vectors through all pure bending elements (dipole magnets) like velocity

11



vectors. In this way, the bending of the reference (central) orbit is incorpo-

rated in the moving coordinate system and these bending fields for the central

orbit particle do not appear in the equations of motion. The continuous trans-

formations of the local reference vectors, designated (k,i,n), are

(z,x,y) -»• (k,i,n).

The unit vector n is the direction of the reference orbit in space and k repre-

sents the generalized "vertical" direction corresponding to z in the

unperturbed regions of the accelerator.

The sequence of transformations in the perturbed region are:

0 Initial Fraae of Reference

1 Bend up

II Up the slope

III Bend down - so that orbit is parallel to accelerator plane

IV Motion in the Straight Section - in a line parallel to the accelera-

tor plane

V Bend down

VI Down the slope

VII Bend up - Recover Initial Frame

The transformations in regions I, III, V and VII are accomplished by

choosing b to be almost perpendicular to z, i.e. a = 90°. However, it is con-

venient to put a small bend to move the orbit inward to compensate the increased

central orbit length caused by moving up and down. Thus, we take for these re-

gions the following values for the magnetic field:

I B . and a = 90° - T ,
ul ul

III B., and a - -90° + T,,ax al

12



V B.„ and O - -90° + T..

VII B „ and a = 90° - T „.u2 u2

The B's and T'S are chosen

to provide the required slope angle,

to provide the required separation in the straight section,

to provide the final orbit and reference frame match to the unperturbed

region, and

to provide an unchanged reference orbit length.

In regions II and VI, we are moving up and down the slope, respectively.

In these regions, the magnetic field strengths are taken to be the normal

values, i.e. in the absence of the overpass perturbation. Thus, we must

choose only a for each magnet. We consider two magnet sequences on the slopes:

The Great Circle sequence and the Screw sequence.

The Great Circle Sequence

Choose b = k i n each magnet on the slope. However, this choice means

that k is unchanged in the whole cequence. Therefore b is unchanged in the se-

quence. Note that b in the up slope is different from b in the down slope and

the Up Great Circle and the Down Great Circle are in general different.

To obtain a matching of the perturbed region to the unperturbed, the final

transformation must accomplish

(k,i,n) -»• (z,x,y) of appropriate directions.

we can see that the matching of n actually ensures the matching of k. First

we note that the transformation of every vector is a set of rotations and this

set of rotations, by linearity, is independent of the initial vector being

13



transformed. So, take the vector y just before the perturbation. Let

R be the matrix through the perturbation. So,
P

y = Rpy-

For a match across the perturbed region, y must be pointing in the proper di

rection in space. We have also that z •»• z , where

Let R represent the rotation around the uperturbed region. Then periodicity,

i.e. matching the orbit, implies that the combination

= I, the unit matrix.

However, we kr w that R is a rotation about z, since all magnets in the

unperturbed region have their fields in the direction z. Thus R (or R ) act-

ing on z leaves z unchanged; we therefore have,

V = RuR
P
z = z;

and so,

z = R z = z.

Thus, z is matched across the perturbation. Also, y is matched by construc-

tion. Thus, x is also matched, with

x = R x, across the perturbation.

14



The Screw Sequence

In the Great Circle sequence, the first element of the sequence is simply

determined by setting b = k at the input. All the other magnet placements fol-

low by choosing, b = k for all elements. In the screw sequence, b is not in

the direction of k but is rotated from k about n by the angle ct« To fix o>

we impose the condition that the argle of projection of n onto the unperturbed

accelerator plane be unchanged. Let Q be this angle at the input to the screw

sequence; that is, at the input,

n«z =

After passing through the element, n -»• n . Thus, to determine a> we insist

that 0V i s unchanged; that i s ,

n .z = n»z - sin0y.

This sequence has the interesting property that the magnet plane for each magnet

in the sequence and the unperturbed accelerator plane intersect at tha same

angle. We have taken this angle to be 6, so that

b«z = cosfi, for all magnets in the sequence.

As we have shown previously, setting the magnet so that its symmetry axis

is at angle $/2 to the incoming n, 9V and 6 are related by

sin9v = sin5 cos<|>/2,

15



where 4> is the magnet bend angle. Furthermore, we have seen that the screw se-

quence is such that the field vector b rotates about z from magnet to magnet

by the angle A. That is from element J to element J+l in the sequence.

bj . = cosA bj + sinA (zxbj)+(l-cosA)(z#bj)z,

with A given by

sinA/2 = sin<|>/2/cos9 .

Thus the orientation of each magnet, in particular the vectors b and m

(magnet symmetry axis direction), is determined by a rotation of magnitude A
A

about the direction z relative to the previous magnet in the sequence. The

angle a, the angle between the field vector b and the local vertical vector,

k, at the element input, is found from

n • z = sin6v = n*z.

Again, to match the perturbed to the unperturbed regions, the final transforma-

tion of the perturbed region must accomplish

(k,i,n) ••• (z,x,y) of appropriate direction.

and again the reference frame matching across the perturbation is ensured by the

matching of the orbit direction.

Transformation Algorithm for the Angle a in the Screw Sequence

At the J1-*1 point in the sequence, let us take ot to be the angle between

k. and b\. At the input of the (J+l)^ magnet, we write otJ+,, k.+ . and

b, .. The rotation angle of the b T vector is A (independent of J for

the sequence); that is,

16



T^i
 = cosA b T + siriA (zxbT)+(l-cosA)(z*bT)z,

J"rJ, J J J

where A is given by

sinA/2 = sin<t/2/cos8v,

with $> the bend angle of each magnet in the sequence and 9 related to 6, the

angle of each magnet plane in the sequence with the accelerator median plane, by,

= cos<t>/2 sinS.

The "vertical" vector transformation is

k.+ , = cost]) kT - sincf) sinaTnT + (l-cos<|))cosajbj,
TnT

jbj,

where,

b v x kT = -s in

Figure 5: Angles (aT,4>,<5) to Determine Local Beam Frame Orientation in Space

17



We need z in terms of the local vectors* From,

and

z = cosS b + sinS

m = co«)>/2 tij + siiK|>/2 (

we have,
A A A A A

z = cos6 b + sin6 cos<|)/2 iij •* sin6 sin<|>/2 (b xii

Therefore,
A A A A " A

zxb = -sirwS cos((>/2 bTxnT + s inS sin<|>/2 n ,

where

x bj = n j }

and we have

b J + 1 = ( l - s i n 2 6 (l-cosA))bj

+ [sinA sinS sin<!>/2 + (l-co»£) cosS sin6

+ (-sinA sin5 cos(|)/2 + (1-cosA) cosS sin 6 sin<|>/2jbjxnj,

with z»b. = cosS.

A, /\ S\ A. S\

Using b «kT = cosaT and (bTxn.)»kT - sinaT, we obtain

bJ+l*kJ+l ~ c o s o tJ+l = c o s c t j ( l - ( l -cosA) sin 5)

-sinot. sinA sin6 cos^/2 -sinOS. (1-cosA) sin6 cos6 sin<|)/2.

In the case of small angles A,S and $, we can expand the angles and find

the lowest order algorithm. We find,

cosa. = cosa - s ina (A6),

18



which is 2nd order in the small angles. To this order, the algorithm can be

written in the form,

aj+l = a j + A5>

which can be solved, giving

a. = a + JA6.J o

Thus, if 5 is roughly the inverse of the number of elements in the sequence,

a £ a + A, i.e. first order in a small angle,max o

Note that going down the slope, 5 changes sign and a decreases roughly

from amax back t0 V

Quadrupole Placement

The quadrupole orientation is determined by the unit vector q, defining

the intrinsic quadrupole vertical axis. A quadrupole is always placed with

its symmetry axis in the direction of the central reference orbit.

In the Great Circle geometry, the quadrupole is oriented so that q = k

for each element. This placement ensures that no linear coupling is introduced

by quadrupole orientation.

In the Screw geometry, the quadrupole is placed with its symmetry axis

along the direction of the reference particle orbit, i.e. at 6.. to the accelera-

tor plane, and oriented so that the vertical quadrupole axis defines a plane

intersecting the accelerator plane at the angle 0«. The vector q is therefore

fixed by

q»z = sm0 v ,

and

q»n == 0.

19



In this sequence, q is therefore not aligned with k, the local vertical

direction, so that linear coupling is introduced by this magnet placement.

The strength of this coupling is measured by the angle y, found from

q»k = cosy,

and can be estimated using the algorithm of the previous section.

Quadrupoles in the Straight Section

Region IV is a region containing quadrupoles and no bending elements. The

reference orbit direction is taken to be in the accelerator plane, that is, its

component along z is zero. In either geometry, the Screw or Great Circle, the

local coordinate frame is not upright, meaning k $ z. Thus, if q is placed

along z, i.e. if the quadrupole is upright, then

q»k = cosy, Y f 0,

and coupling is introduced.

We can, of course, simply place q along k and eliminate this contribu-

tion to linear coupling. However, another method to eliminate this coupling is

to insert magnetic dipole fields along the reference orbit direction at the input

and output of the straight section. This longitudinal or solenoidal field ro-

tates the local reference frame around the reference orbit direction. If we ro-

tate k at the input by - yf making k and z coincident, then placing q along

z introduces no coupling. At the end of the straight section, introduce an-

other magnet, rotating k by + y and returning the local frame to its input ori-

entation. This method of removing linear coupling along the slopes in the Screw

geometry does not seem practical. For a longitudinal magnet of length H, the

20



strength, BT, required to obtain a coordinate frame rotation of angle y is given

by

V

IV. Particle Motion Around the Reference Orbit

Once a reference orbit is established, orbit stability can be analyzed in

terms of oscillations about this orbit. We refer to vertical oscillations for

oscillations in the direction of the local vertical direction k and horizontal os-

dilations for oscillations in the direction of the local vector, 1. We use

the coordinates z, x and s to denote distances along the axes k, i and n, re-

spectively. Particles whose initial conditions deviate from those of the refer-

ence orbit will excute betatron motion about the reference orbit. Particles

whose initial momenta along the reference particle direction are different

from that of the reference orbit particle will exhibit chromatic properties

and their betatron motion must be analyzed in terms of a displaced reference

orbit determined by the momentum error.

Vertical Dispersion

The bending outside of the original accelerator plane introduces disper-

sion in both transverse directions. The dispersion is computed by introducing

a bending field into the oscillation equations equal to the residual bending for

an off-momentum particle. The vertical dispersion is the dispersion for the di-
A

rection along the local k vector and this corresponds, outside the perturbed re-

gion, to the dispersion vertical to the accelerator plane.

To estimate the effect, we can, in the first instance, neglect the

curvature in the plane of the bending relative to the magnet symmetry axis, i.e.

neglect the sagitta. For high energy beams, with bending per magnet small, this

21



approximation is generally good. If we do this, the directions of the reference
A A, A

frame axes, (k,i,n), do not change through the magnet. Of course, it is not

necessary to impose this approximation; however, then we must integrate the

fields in the directions k and i along the curved orbit in the magnet. Note

that at different points along the trajectory through a dipole magnet, a field

component along the longitudinal reference direction is introduced. But with

the magnet placements we are employing, that is, where the direction of motion

is parallel to the symmetry axis at the magnet center, then this longitudinal

component averages to zero along the full magnet length.

Effect on Betatron Motion of Magnet Orientation with Respect to the Local

Vertical

If the b vector of a dipole or the q vector of a quadrupole is not

coincident with the local k, then a coupling of vertical and horizontal motion

results. Thus the introduction of angles a and y not aero means coupling. In
•IN

a quadrupole, k is unchanged through the magnet, and the field coupling terms

are obtained as functions of a rotation angle y about n. In a dipole magnet,
ss J* /\

the field decomposition along (k,i,n) varies along the length of the magnet.

To analyze the problem, we assume that the field components can be averaged

along the reference path in the magnet independent of the changing values

of the coordinates (z,x,s) in the local frame. This approximation is good

provided the betatron phase advance along the magnet is small, generally

the case for high energy accelerators. Also, we can use the approximation,

previously discussed for the dispersion analysis, of neglecting the reference

orbit curvature in the magnet to further simplify the analysis. Again, if

b and k are not coincident, coupling of of the higher order field components

22



of the dipoles results, with the magnitude of the coupling terms a function of

the angle a, with the coupling going to zero as a goes to zero.

V. Summary

We have provided a framework for the development of a beam model in the

case of space orbits not confined to a plane. In particular, we have introduced

an appropriate moving reference system for the analysis of beam stability. We

have, as examples, .considered two Overpass geometries, the Great Circle and the

Screw. The. .Great Circle sequence is specifically defined to preclude horizori-

tal-vertical coupling arising from both quadrupole fields and higher order

bending fields. The Screw sequence places a premium on accuracy of location of

the magnets in the perturbed part of the lattice relative to the original accel-

erator plane. Doing this, however, removes the freedom of eliminating the

coupling by magnet placement, the latter characterizing the Great Circle geome-

try. We have shown that the coupling strength introduced by each element in the

screw sequence is second order in small angles; and that an estimate of the

coupling can be computed using the algorithm for a,. Since a longitudinal f|

field rotates the axis of the local coordinate frame around the orbit direction,

a C+B, -B) arrangement before and after a quadrupole sequence can allow indepen-

dant quadrupole rotational placement. Such an arrangement could allow upright

quadrupole placement in the straight section without introducing coupling, but

is probably not a practical method for individual qudrupoles on the slopes.
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